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Survey on parents during Circuit-breaker

https://sgcovidparenting.mystrikingly.com/



Impact of savings programs on youths’ money management

https://gsdi.unc.edu/initiatives/youthsave-ghana/



Bene�ts of open-ended survey questions
Capture respondents’ experiences in their own words

Gather  about a topicnew information

Supplement quantitative �ndings



Closed-ended questions is more prevalent
These questions offer a limited set of response options.

“easier to ask, code, and analyze”1

1. Geer,1991, p. 360 



It is di�cult with large “messy” text data
 

 

 [1] "Asking his daughter to sign up for one of the options tells the 
daughter his dad does not truly understand her hobbies and interest.  
Instead he should say \" Summer lets get you into tennis which I know 
you like playing with your friends Marcy and Kathy, you seem to enjoy 
the work out and we can find a league in town that can challenge your 
skills.\" or he can say \" Well summer you play the guitar well, mom 
and I would be excited to invest into lessons that work with your 
homework schedule, giving you time with friends but fills that gap of 
feeling bored.\"" 
 [2] "Play outside. Give them room to be kids if they have no reason 
to be watched like hawks, then dont."                                   
 [3] "He showed his son they have something in common."                 
 [4] "She showed empathy"                                               
 [5] "She is encouraging her child to be social and active. I am 
assuming she lives in an area where she know her neighbors and would 
know where Nicole is going."                                            



Credits: Chris Hemsworth as the title character in Thor: The Dark World.
Photograph: Allstar/Marvel/Sportsphoto Ltd



Topic modeling
A computational method to extract knowledge from large amounts of textual data

inductively identi�es latent topics among a large collection of documents and …

assigns individual documents to one or more topical categories.



“What has help you cope with parenting?”





“.. what would you do to set aside enough money to buy it later?”





Challenges
Potentially useful text data 

case notes, risk assessments, social reports etc.

but hard to access

Short text challenge

severe data sparsity

biterm topic model

Working with qualitative approaches

computational grounded theory framework (Nelson, 2020)

3-step: pattern detection -> re�nement -> con�rmation

Corpus linguistics methods



 
UNDERSTANDING THE EXPERIENCES OF SOCIAL WORK CLIENTS REMAINS A HALLMARK GOAL OF SOCIAL

WORK RESEARCH

 
“The scienti�c value of qualitative research for social work” (Thyer, 2012)



Find me at:
 
 
 

@GerardChung
@gerardchung
gerardchung.com

https://twitter.com/GerardChung
https://github.com/gerardchung
http://localhost:7741/www.gerardchung.com
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